True doors replace a clinical and impersonal atmosphere with a friendlier and home-like environment. Individual decals can stimulate reminiscence, support way finding and personalize the living environment. It is less likely that people will walk into the wrong room, and a greater chance others will knock before they enter.

True doors help ensure a person-centred care environment where residents’ identities are central. True doors are made to measure decals using pictures of real doors that last years, persons previous front door can be re-produced.

Available for flat door surfaces only

Printed on high quality vinyl covered with a protective non-flammable washable laminate.

PURCHASE DETAILS
True Doors
Carolyne Taplin (Australian distributor)
email: carolyne@truedoors.com
Web: www.truedoors.com
Prices start from $206.00

Disclaimer: This information is a guide only. Alzheimer’s WA Ltd does not endorse any of the manufacturers, suppliers or the use of any of the products featured. It is recommended that an assessment be sought from the Independent Living Centre or an Aged Care Assessment Team prior to purchasing Assistive Technology.
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